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ABOUT PLANETCOMNET

Founded in 2004 to meet the ever-increasing demand for modern data centers &
network infrastructure compliant with the highest quality standards, PCTL
(PLANETCOMNET TECHNOLOGIES Limited.) started out by developing campus concepts
for high-availability IT environments. PCTL’s facility in Noida is not only the company
headquarters, but also hosts a NOC to provide enhanced in-house services to
customers. To effectively manage and maintain our customers and suppliers we utilize
best-in-class ERP for efficiency and reporting, in line to our mission:
PCTL is a remote infrastructure solutions provider, an ISO 9001:2000 & 14001:2004
certified company. Our service architects are completely equipped with strong and
competent technical knowledge to attend the customers throughout the nation.
Working on “BOTH” model of development, operation (testing / dry run) and handling
data centers.
We plan, construct, operate and secure such centers - on our customers‟ premises. As
a leading provider of secure data centre environments and network infrastructure
providers, we specialize in guaranteeing the highest levels of physical security and
operational availability for hosting IT and network systems.

Managing Risks / Service Offering

Our business is to make risks manageable by combining
specialized technical expertise with the latest security and
building technology. High-availability data centre
infrastructures demand the utmost reliability and security.
PCTL bundles all these services to provide one-stop shopping
for planning, construction, operation and security services.
Our customized range of services is tailored to businesses
that demand the most stringent IT hosting requirements in
terms of security and availability.

Apart from data centre services, we also provide services such as:








Physical Network and Infrastructure Solution
IT Consulting, Design, Integration and Support
UPS & Back Up Power Generators
Building Automation solutions.
Network Security Solutions
Storage Solutions
Audit Services of Physical Networks & Wi Fi Networks

Focus on Performance

As a provider of high-availability infrastructures our business is the professional handling
of performance. We leverage the advantages of scaling technical performance and
specifically apply our expertise and abilities to reliably managing risks. Sustained success
is only ensured if our work benefits our customers as well as ourselves. Our business
activities are therefore based on a set of principles designed to fulfill these goals.
Focus on the individual Leveraging
our
technical Concentrating our resources
requirements
of
our knowledge and experience to to achieve sustained and
customers
Find the best possible solutions. Profitable growth.
Quality: we offer our
customers
tailor-made
individual solutions that
meet the highest quality
standards.

Flexibility:
a
lean
management structure and
optimized processes enable
us to react rapidly and
effectively to changes in the
technical environment and
give us the flexibility to
Implement the wishes of
our customers.

Professional
expertise
and
experience: our experts use their
extensive knowledge and many
years of experience to deal with
even the most difficult tasks and
develop effective solutions

We
concentrate
on
delivering profitable services
that offer our customers
long-term security and form
the basis for internal
decision-making processes.
Our efficient

Pronounced performance-based
culture: At PCTL we achieve the Organizational structure and
highest levels of performance by processes are also designed
setting our staff clear targets, to support sustainability.
learning from our mistakes, and
rewarding success.

Physical Network and Infrastructure Solution

PCTL is a leading structured premise network cabling designer and installer in India. Our
extensive engineering and technical background, combined with years of experience,
allows us to provide our clients with an unsurpassed level of service and support.









Site Surveys, Design and Engineering
Cabling Maintenance
Turnkey Structured Wiring Installation
Cabling/Network Troubleshooting
Project Management & Planning
Cabling System Testing
CAD Documentation
Cabling System Certification

Our experienced project managers utilize the latest project
management techniques developed by PCTL and work
Closely with our clients to ensure projects are completed on
time and within budget. Each cabling installation is tested
and certified by trained quality-assurance engineers and
technicians. Final test results are documented and
submitted to clients after project completion. An on-going
comprehensive training program provided by leading
data communication equipment manufacturers and leading
industry organizations ensures that our staff is current in
the latest technology and services. PCTL offers a menu of
services and we are experienced in various cabling systems
including and not limited to:







inside/Outside Plant
Data Centre Build-out
Horizontal, Riser, Backbone
CAT3, CAT5E, CAT6, CAT6E, Coax
Voice/Data/CATV
Fiber Optics

IT Consulting, Design, Integration and Support

PCTL is the industry leader in meeting the ever-changing demand for information
technology and network infrastructure services.














Data Center Consulting
Network/System Study and Analysis
Network and System Integration
Technical Requirements Development
IP Telephony/Convergence Technologies
Network Management/Administration
IT Security Assessment and Audit
Network/System Base lining
Project Management
Network/System Troubleshooting
Network/Security Operation Center
On-site Technical Services
Remote Network Management

PCTL has developed strong strategic alliances with various
industry leaders. These alliances provide PCTL with access
to existing and emerging technologies, and related training
resources to ensure that we have the technical depth needed to
deliver quality solutions. We have the capability and expertise
to design, plan and implement small to large size information
technology solutions.
We focus on the long-term benefits and value to our clients. We
structure our engagements so that we work closely with our
clients to ensure knowledge transfer, and empower them to
successfully manage operations and maintain the systems
upon the conclusion of the engagement.
Our LAN/WAN expertise, combined with our extensive business
background, allows us to build, add, move, or migrate your
existing network infrastructure to one which is more robust,
modern and technologically advanced, with minimal downtime,
cost and disruption of productivity.
PCTL security experts can provide detailed recommendations after
performing security assessment and vulnerability scans against your
company's internal network as well as public facing systems that can
be potential hacking targets from the Internet for which we provide
auditing services.

UPS AND BACKUP POWER
PCTL is in the business of helping customers to achieve their
objectives by providing products and services that assure the
continuity and quality of power for critical information systems
and key processes.
PCTL offers the broadest range of solutions in the industry, from
surge protection and power conditioning to Uninterruptible Power
Supplies in off-line, on-line and line interactive topologies, backup
power generators, software, communications and remote
monitoring. We believe that collaborating with our customers to
improve how we service and support our solutions and services is
the only way to maintain our world-class standards










Backup power System Design
Backup Power Audit & Assessment
Preventative Maintenance
Remote Monitoring
On-Site Maintenance Contract
Installation and Service
24-hour, 7 Day-A-Week Support
Relocation

We concentrate on the reliability and cost effectiveness of your
power backup system to keep your mission-critical information
technology systems up and running efficiently. Our team is able to
maximize the reliability and uptime of your computing infrastructure
by analyzing and assessing your unique computing needs. We design
power backup systems and make recommendations based on industry
proven solutions and standards and maximize our clients return on
investment.










Line Interactive UPS
On-line UPS
Off-line UPS
Backup Generators
Power Distribution Units
Parallel Redundant UPS
Standby Protection Systems
Remote Power Backup Monitoring

Our extensive background and experience with the requirements of Information Technology centers and
technology driven business allows us to design, install and maintain reliable power backup systems that
will keep your company at the forefront for today’s highly competitive marketplace.

Security - Building Automation

PCTL security provides integrated security services for
monitoring the security and Operation of buildings and their
technical infrastructures. Integration of modern video and
communication technology makes it possible to not only
monitor complex and fault- critical building management
systems across India, but also remotely control access
Systems and installations. If required, appropriate
intervention measures can also be initiated.
This facilitates round-the-clock supervision of technical
building infrastructures and access Control systems
within the customer’s facility and other data centers.

We provide solutions across:







Fire Alarm Systems
CC TV Systems
Fire Suppression Systems
Access Control Systems
Rodent Repellent
PA Systems
VESDA etc,

Scalability

Scalability, which means the ability to quickly adjust floor space, performance capability and
provided services to meet future requirements, is indispensable in modern operations. PCTL’s
data centers / network solution is therefore designed to provide maximum flexibility.
Specifications of data centre space are tailored to meet individual performance requirements.
Just as quickly we provide design additional infrastructure, increased technical performance,
and customized service packages.
PCTL builds data centers, storage facilities and office units from raw floor space in accordance
with your specific requirements.
Depending on the portfolio of data centre / NOC space offered by client to PCTL we design from
small rack spaces for collocation applications to separate medium- sized compartments secured
by steel cages and fully customized data centre units.
Apart from these services, numerous other options are also available, such as construction,
architecture, MAC services, supplementary security equipment and climate control
performance. The infrastructure can thus be adapted to meet your individual requirements at
any time.
As mentioned, PCTL provides End-to-End Structured Cabling Solutions for Copper and Fiber
Products and End-to-End voice solutions and also active / switching & routing solution.
With ever growing importance for data, PCTL provides solutions based on need of the client, we
ensure that data is Stored / Archived or Retrievable /Available etc. In forms of NAS, Tape Drives
/ Libraries (including VTL), SAN, Software.

Service of the Highest Quality
Operational processes must be optimized to provide our customers with a balance between
security and cost benefits. For this reason, PCTL security has developed an operational concept
based on a detailed technical facility management system supported by state-of- the-art
building management and control technology. The experience and expertise that PCTL has
acquired in developing this concept is also offered as a service for planning, constructing and
operating other high-availability data centers.
Planning and construction of
high-availability data centers

Facility management of the Tailored
Services,
highest standard
services offered by

PCTL can assist you in
planning and building your
high-availability data center.
We
will
develop
a
professional concept for your
business,
regardless
of
whether you are integrating a
single server room into your
building or planning the
construction of your own data
centre. PCTL will act as a
general contractor to provide
flexible solutions meeting the
highest quality standards.

PCTL can also act as a service
provider for all key technical
and infrastructure- related
facility management tasks in
high-availability data centers.
Our operational concept
integrates modern building
technology
and
control
technology with technical
facility management
to ensure
uninterrupted
operation of fault-critical
supply
systems.
Our
specialists at PCTL facility
services -building technicians,
electricians, climate control
technicians and engineers ensure that the best possible
environment for your IT
infrastructure is provided at
all times
.

the

PCTL are also at your disposal
during
the
project
implementation
and
operational phases when you
make customized extensions
to your own data centre. In
this case, PCTL can offer a
range of services you can
draw on according to your
individual needs, such as
supplementary
electrical
installations, passive network
cabling, and rack assembly
.

Service of the Highest Quality

PCTL offers comprehensive network audit in Physical layer,
Network Layer and Wi Fi in accordance with your specific
requirements.

Proactively, we have procured best in industry Tools & Testing.
Equipment at our offices such as:Cable Test Meter, a Complete Fiber Termination Kit, Air –
Blown Fiber Termination / Blowing Machine, Pair Crimping Tool,
Fiber Power Meter, Fiber Splicer.

With number of threats be it viruses, spam mails, intrusions,
hacks unproductive websites, harming or phishing, PCTL with
our strategic partners provide Firewalls.






UTM Firewalls
Anti Virus Solutions
Anti Spam Solutions
IPS
URL filtering

Service of the Highest Quality

PCTL has catered to several offices of the Government /Public Sector including very critical
network infrastructure based offices.
In the hospitality industry, PCTL has catered to most leading brands and facilities in Network
Infrastructure including Wi – Fi facility in multiple areas of a facility.
Education campus, PCTL has been engaged in few of the biggest campus infrastructure building
across the nation, although the most challenging, PCTL has always given importance to this area
as “we build the nation’s future.
IT Campus, with increasing number of IT companies in India, PCTL has catered to most Top 100
Fortune companies in the world.
Furthermore, PCTL has catered to:




Trade & Industry
Financial Services
Automobile Industry
Hospitals

Service of the Highest Quality

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Service of the Highest Quality
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

V.P. SALES

REGIONAL MANAGER

BUSSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

AREA SALES MANAGER

SALES
EXECUTIVE

SALES
EXECUTIVE

SALES
EXECUTIVE

SALES
EXECUTIVE

Project Management

Our technical team is certified as design specialists and installers for our product offerings. We
also integrate norms specified by “Registered Communication Distribution Designer (RCDD)”
which is an accreditation provided by BICSI. We provide solutions based on the EIA/TIA
standards which are globally accepted. We are also members of IEEE & BICSI to promote
structured cabling solutions as per EIA/TIA standards. Alongside is a brief synopsis on our
operational structure designed to match every customer’s needs?

Corporate Head Office:-

Registered Office: -

Sri Ram Darbar Building, Picnic Spot Road, Janki Bhawan Picnic Spot Road, Khurram Nagar
Khurram Nagar, Lucknow
(Near Shadab Colony) Lucknow – 226001
Dial: 0522-3294087, 4063936
Dial: 0522-4004404, 0522- 4063936

Our contact coordinates.
Email : - contact@planetcomnet.in
Website: - www.planetcomnet.in, www.planetcomnet.net

Our Prestigious Clients

